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Junior Prom
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U

COLLEGE PLANS
MUSIC MAJOR
Dean's Office- FOR NEXT YEAR

Formal An Artist's Delight"
With Gay Jones' Swing Band
vAnu

Juniors Stage Dance
At Women's U. Club
To Follow Graduation

from the

Drama Hailed
Huge Success
Last Evening

The Junior Class will present its
annual Formal Prom in the theme
of "An Artists' Delight", according to co-chairman Frank Elliott.
Elliott stated, "The colors used by Shearer, Gubbins
an artist will be featured."
The dance will be held Friday,
June 2, from 10:30 to 1:30 at
the Women's University Club located at 6th and Spring. Gay
Jones' orchestra and featured vocalists will furnish the music and
entertainment.
Programs of red, purple, blue,
d green will be available at the
or to those attending the FormEach dance number will be repsented by a color. If it is posile the orchestra will feature a
ng with said color in the title.
Colored balloons sealed in cellophane will be suspended in prominent places throughout the ballroom.
Tickets for this year's Junior
Prom may be purchased from any
Junior Class member for $1.50

Seattle, Washington

Bishop Will Confer Degrees
On College Senior Graduates
Main Speaker;

DuPuis
William Bates Editor, Magnano And Flynn
To Address Audience
Dan Hill Manager
The most elaborate graduation
Of '39-'4O Spectator exercises
in the history of Seattle
College are being prepared for the

The Summer quarter dates Father Reidy Tells News
open June 18 and close Aug- In Exclusive Interview
ust 7. The Fall quarter will
In an exclusive interview granted
open September 25, 1939. recently to a member of The SpecRegistration opens June 4 tator staff, Father Daniel J. Reidy,
head of the Music Department
and will close September 21. S.J.,
of Seattle College, released the
Bates has been elected
news that Seattle College will in- asWilliam
of the Spectator
editor-in-chief
music
course
leadfour-year
stall a
He has been
year.
the
next
for
first
ing to a major in music. The
for spring quarter, filling

60 students who will take their

degrees from the College on the
evening of June 2 in Providence
Auditorium at 8:15 p. m.
step of this new department will be editor
His Excellency Bishop Shaughby
resigthe
left
vacant
taken next year with the presenta-' the office
nessy will confer the degrees, and
editor
for
Weil,
tion of a freshman music course nation of Charles
Catholic lay leader,
quarters. Dan Hill, the prominent
DuPuiß, will be the main
in the fundamentals of music. This fall and winter
William
Spectator speaker
course wfil be a theory course and business manager of the
of the evening. The Bishwill include study in harmony and since January, has been renamed to op will also give a short talk.
that position for next year.
With a winning entry of 14 ensemble work.
Rosanne Flynn will deliver the
words, Mr. Ray Mongrain, a fresh- "With this new course," Father
address and Angelo
salutatorian
tentatively
announced Magnano
man Pre-Med student at the Col- Reidy said, "we will naturally have Bates has
speak as valedictorwill
includes
lege, won the Spectator-Chester- an orchestra, and there is the pos- his staff for next year. ItMargaret
ian.
Daigle
and
Raphael
field contest. Mr. Mongrain lives sibility that we can have a fine
The mixed chorus of the Seattle
Scheubert, associate editors; Wilat 7718 22nd Aye. N. E. The first pep band."
Glee Club will render sevCollege
liam Kelly, news editor; Doris eral selections, including March of
prize is a quartette of cases of
Aklin to Instruct
Betty
editor;
Chapman,
feature
cigarettes.
by
Reidy,

Ray Mongrain
Takes First Prize
a well-filled house In Spectator Contest
Eyre,"
pre-

Lead
Characters In Jane Eyre
Playing to

Z-800

"Jane Eyre"
Tonight

last night, "Jane
was
sented by the Seattle College Drama Guild.
Nadine Gubbins and Bill Shearer, in the leads, interpreted difficult parts in an excellent manner.
They were supported by Mary Buchanan, Lisle Macdonald, Joan McHugh, Ruth Daubenspeck, Eliza50 Chesterfield
Mr.
As listed
Father
the Guards and Sanctus, and Maxbeth Sandmeyer, Frank Elliott, Joe
Aklin, present Glee Club Germer, art editor; James Coyle, anna Keene will accompany the
Walter
Fitzpatrick, Bill Miller, Ann Mcprize
goes to Mr. Fred
Second
of the Zu- rewrite editor; and Jack Terhar, chorus on the organ.
Kinnon, Eileen Sullivan, Katy Richardson, another frosh Pre-Med director and a graduate
Music,
will in- alumni editor. The position of
Conservatory
rich
of
At the graduation exercises Ad.
Bengston, and Betty Germer.
student, living at 732 18th Aye.
Other sports editor is still undecided.
theory
in
the
courses.
will be presented with the
struct
Smith
production
eight
was
well-received
is
prize
The
N. Mr. Richardson's
Music staff will
Cup, which the student
Loyalty
of
the
members
became
Spectator
the
congratulations
cigarbe- packages of Chesterfield
by audiences,
Hopper, a noted This year
include
Mr.
John
has
voted to him.
body
under
weekly for the first time
ing received by all connected with ettes.
Following is a list of the gradconcert artist, teaching piano along a
the play. Comments of the audi- With a clever poem as his entry, with Mr. Aklin, Mr. Francis Arm- Charles Weil. At the beginning of uates:
ence were extremely favorable. Mr. Richard Mullins, a frosh, re- strong, an internationally known the year, Lisle MacDonald and
Arts Major
Miss Katherine McDonnell, di- siding at 807 Summit, took third favorite of the concert circuit, Bob Simmons were associate edNorman Conyne, DanFrederick
rector of "Jane Eyre," stated that, prize honors. Mr. Mullins wins six teaching the violin. Mrs. Hopper itors; William Bates, sports editor;
per couple.
iel R. Gilgannon, Angelo Cooper
Brandmeir,
manager.
business
Says co-chairman Lou Sauvain, "t am very pleased with the work packs of Chesterfields.
andErik Koker are also instructing Bob
Magnano, Amy McEvay (Mother
"For a perfect climax to the school done by the cast and production Mr. Ray Sneeringer, a freshman, in the violin.
renovating
Amy McEvay), Joßeph Michael
saw
a
quarter
Winter
year Irecommended 'An Artist's staff of Jane Eyre."
Handling the vocal part of the of the staff with Betty Kumhera Oakes, James Bernard Ryan.
at
11th
N.
E.
won
the
living
4707
Delight." Adda co-chairman El- Mr. J. J. Murphy, S. J., moderthe Department will be Mr Aklin, Mr. as news editor, Margaret ScheuMajor in Social Science
liott, "Get in the swing Friday ator of theDrama Guild,in a state- fourth prize, with his entry in
Alfred Rollo, and Miss Ella Board- bert as feature editor, William Ruth Bernadette Borbeck, Rosof
its
kind
ever
sponfirst
contest
night with Gay Jones and his men." ment to the Spectator, said: "In sored by The Spectator. As fourth man. The violincello will be taught
advertising manager, anne Alice Flynn, Janet Granger,
view of the excellent performance prize winner, Mr. Sneeringer won by Mr. George Kirschner and Miss Storey as
Daigle
as associate editor Mary Martha O'Brien, Mary Grace
Raphael
last night, it is to be hoped that four packs of Chesterfields.
Iris Canfield, both of whom are with William Bates retaining his Powers, Jeanne Marie Testu.
Socialist Officers
then,
will
all who were not present
well-known in musical circles 6T position of sports editor.
Major in Science
of the opportunity The next 12 prizes were taken; Seattle.
Chosen Unanimously avail themselves
Clare George Costello, Charles
beginning
staff
at
the
to see tonight's performance. This by Mr. Gerald Enright, Mr. Frank
On
Bates'
"We are also putting in instrucDaigle, Edward Dougherty, Edward John
the last meeting of the So- is the best play the Guild has pre- Elliott, Mr. Hal Wyman, Mr. Bob tions in trumpet and clarinet," of Spring quarter were
Mary
Kelly,
news edit- Fujiwara, Gerald McHugh,
lity 16 students were enrolled sented this year, and those who Brandmeir, Mr. Jim Stack, Mr. Father Reidy told The Spectator, managing editor;
Daniel
Neukum,
Harry
Margaret
to the Sodality of the Blessed miss it, will regret it later on."
Clark McDonald, Mr. Al Plachta, "and through those lessons wehope or; Schuebert, feature editor; Wil- Sloan,Jr., James Frederick Sexton.
Mr. Bob Hiltenbrand, MissFlorence to have a band within the year." kinson and Waite, sports editors;
Virgin. The new Sodalists and forMajor inEducation
Gilbert, Mr. Maurice O'Brien, Miss Teaching the trumpet will be Mr. Hill, business manager; and Scalmer members were given an in- "Jane Eyre" Presented
Lottie
E. Dunn (Sister Mary
spiring talk on the Blessed Virgin
Ellen McHugh and Mr. Tom Taj Albert Adams and the clarinet in- lori advertising manager.
Inez), MarjorieMary Feetham, (Sr.
In Dress Rehearsal
by Father Logan.
lor.
structor will be Mr. Otto Sperling. Assisting throughout the year Ann Teresa),Margaret Golden (Sr.
All the new officers for the comStudents Should Sign
in important capacities were Betty Mary Paula), Virginia Goodell (Sr.
ing year were unanimously elected. "Jane Eyre" drama production Mr. Hill, business manager of
Father Reidy expressed the wißh Germer, art editor; Mary Morgan, Fidelia),Protasio y Nabor Magdael
a
like
Spectator,
The
intimatedthat
The new officers are: Prefect, of the College for this quarter, was
might be presented next that all students desiring instruc- exchange editor; and William Louise Mondor (Sr. laidora), Lena
Louis Sauvain; Vice-Prefect, Ellen presented Friday afternoon for its contest
tions in the above named studies Marx, Columnist. The Spectator Mullen (Sr. M. Salesia).
by
year
The Spectator.
McHugh; Secretary, Bettie Kum- first performance at the House of
sign up soon, as the classes realized 28 editions by the end of
will
Major in Philosophy
hera; Treasurer, WilliamBerard. the Good Shepherd.A dress rehear- The Spectator-Chesterfield con- bid well to be crowded.
Hill
as
Francis Harrold, Joseph
year.
Phillip
by
test
was
Mr.
the
conceived
sal was also given Sunday after- an advertising feature for The As an end to his interview,
Antony Moschetto, William Edward
noon to the Sisters of Providence Spectator.
Father Reidy announced that Glee
Russell, Jr., Robert Navarre Simin their auditorium.
Club members next year will be Mendel Club Plans
mons, Anna Catherine Welch (Sr.
required to have one quarter of To Elect Officers
Mary Mildred).
music fundamentals.
Major in Business Administration
presenting
one
"We are also
William H. Marx, Edward C.
the
MenElection
of
officers
for
piano scholarship next year to be
Harman.
year
del
Club
for
next
will
take
By
gained through competitive tryMajor in Nursing
outs," Father Re 1d y. said, "and place at the meeting this Thurs- Agnes A. Brynie, Josephine CampKUMHERA
BETTIE
to
be
day.
meeting
planned
The
is
one
probably
be at least
there will
bell (Sr. Rose of the Prec. Blood),
opening in the quartet. All students held at a local doctor's clinic and Florise Jeanette Doucette, Mary
will
THERE are seven class days reinterested will please see me at an inspection of the offices
Ellen Doran, Marie Alberta Duval
take place.
Let's once again join the bookmaining before the Seniors
once."
(Sr. Luke of the Savior), Alberta
announced
that
Bill
figuratively)
and
It
has
been
(literally
piano
scholarship,
graduate, the Freshman become worms
As part of the
Farrell, Mary Cordelia Guilbert,
pledged
few
to
Pi
pages
of a
Sohpomores, et cetera, and the as they taste the
The winner of the Loyalty Cup it was announced that there would Berard has been
(Sr. Eugenien), Anna Hetu (Sr.
Spring quarter will no longer exist. of the books in our library. Shaking award, annually awarded at the be two lessons a week for the Sigma Chi, the pre-medics honor- Joseph of Arimathea), Marie Ceary society.
Speaking of waning days brings the dust off an old set of books we Commencement exercises, was won three scholastic quarters.
cile Lajoie (Sr. Gustave Marie),
too vivid visions of final exams read "History of the Late War." this year by Addison C. Smith.
Rose
Anna Lavallee (Sr. Mary Oli1832
and term papers. Confidentially, it!Recent? Perhaps! that is if
Others receiving a number of
Margaret Learned,LilIsabel
ver),
might be a bit of an inspiration to | is considered recent. Written by votes were, in order: Bob Hilten-.
Messner,
Helen Dolores Murlian
■tart on those fateful term papers. Robert Southey, Esq., they are an brand, Janet Granger and Ellen
ray,Mary A. McGovern (Sr. Teresa
brings
the
Peninsular
War
beaccount of
The climax of school
McHugh.
Carmela), ClarieMarie McKay (Sr.
pleasant thoughts too take for tween Spain and France, and were Addison Smith has distinguished
Mary Evangela), Mary Alison
example the occasion when white published in 1832.
himself for participation in Bchool
year now approaching its goal has been a very Preston, Normandine Renaud (Sr.
The
school
red
in
are
thesebooks
latewith
the
More
recent
carnations willmix
activities. He was editor of this
iMary of the Divine Heart), Mary
the button hole, moth balls will ly received, "Letters of Lenin" year's Aegis and recently elected successful one. We feel that substantial courses were offered Rice, Ha Jean Schindler, Mary ElMudie,
and student body president for the and were well taught and that, after all, is a big item in a eanor Anais St. Germain (Sr. Mary
roll about the floors of deserted compiled by Hill and
closets, necks will become wrenched "A History of National Socialism" school year of 1939-40.
Hercule).
growing college. New courses in religion were given to all.
prying into collars, long skirts will by Heiden. Another, in four volMaster of Arts
curaspect
Period
of
i
From
the
of
extra
:
only
the
skirt
of
a
"The
Colonial
umes,
is
swish about as
Carney, Florence
Francis
Hugh
Winners
Scholarship
reshine,
Andrews,]
especially
ricular
activities
we
History"
by
formal can swish, shoes will
American
Mary Agnes),
Duncan-Stack
(Sr.
joice
Department
that the Dramatic
College will shine— the oc-. Iacclaimed the most scholarly and Disclosed By Office
Anne S. Tourigney (Sr. Mary
major
NOTICE
successfully
presented
this
three
Prom.
the
works
on
interesting
the
Junior
of
ion?
Stelal), Agnes Mary Valiquette,
productions. Thanks are due to
subject.
All Junior ticket salesmen Marie Frances Leonard, Katherine
the competitive schol-■'Miss
Winners
of
McDonnell,
j
to
Mr.
at
the
Katherine
INVITED guest of honor
Liebell a Nun
arship examinations given by thd
money or C. McL'aughlin (Sr. Florence of
Aegis staff banquet tomorrow By the way, did you studentsof College for high school students John Murphy, S.J., and to the mem- are to turn in
H.)
evening will be Bob Simmons; As- ethics know that the popular "Lie- have been announced as Mary Ers- jbers of the Drama Guild for their prom tickets on or before S.
1
]
and
demonindustry
unremitting
year's
annual. bell"is a woman and a nun, Sister kine, St. Mary's Academy, Win-1.
Thursday, June 1.
sociate-Editor of last
strated artistic skill.
*
Bob did not have the time to work Jane Frances Liebell?
lock; Alex Kerr, Seattle Prep, and Unlike the past years The Specwe
this
but
year,
the
annual
gleaned
on
From another book we
Geraldine Gillespie, Marycliff, Spo- tator made regular weekly ap-|
Only those seniors whose
understand that he was appealed to this sage observation. "We are all kane. They were awarded one year pearances
and has shown decided | names appear on the comvaluable
several times and offered
is
two
ends
and
it
schools
and
scholarships.
created with
Nineteen
The Rev. Robert Carmody, S. J.,
improvement as to content and
aid.
the one we use most which spells 200 students from throughout the form. The Aegis reflects great mencement programs as re- Minister at the college, willpreach
* * *
for us success or failure." Heads state of Washington took the ex-\ credit on its Editors and general ceiving a degree will be ad- the baccalaureate sermon to the
By the enthusiasm and praises we win, tails we lose.
animations.
1939 graduating Seniors of Seattle
staff. It not only financed itself
College,
of the Collegians at Seattle
recently by the librarian The tests on American History, but paid off a debt bequeathed to mitted gratis with their es- College, Sunday, May 28, at St. JoReceived
the Editors and the staff may is that popular set of 20 volumes English literature, and Civics were
corts to this year's Junior seph's Church. The Seniors will
rightly feel that they have made 1"The German Classics" and the drawn up by Miss Helen MacDo- it by last year's administration.
true of the Spectator! Prom.
The
same
is
meet in the St. Joseph's School
worthy
to
a
worthy
a
contribution
book "Canada and Its Provinces ." nald, vice-president of the College staff, thanks to a great extent to
Hall
at 10:30 a. m. From there
Signed, Committee.
—the latter book adjudged by crit- Alumni; Mr. J. Murphy, S. J., and
the procession into the Church will
Congratulations to Editor Adjics the "most important and com- Mr. F. Harrison, S. J., professorsIDan Hill.
Club, Quartet, Girls'
be started. A Solemn High Mass
Smith, Ellen McHugh, Bill Kelly,, prehensive history of Canada" writ- of English; and Mr. Paul McLane,, The Glee
!
did
much
sports
Trio
and
various
will
be sung at 11:00 with the Rev.
Mil-:
especiallyBill
Bill Russell and
ten.
dean of the English school of the. to entertain the appreciativepublic Gavel Club Picnics
Francis Corkery, S. J., rector, as
ler, who really put in time and
Library
College.
Month in
and to advertise the College while At Angle Lake Home
the celebrant; Father Carmody as
effort toward making the 1939 an- In one corner of the library U ■
debating team, under Mr. Fred
our
the deacon, and The Rev. James
nual what it is.
complete act of "Month," a maga- Brandmeir Announces
Harrison, not only conquered local On last Thursday the Gavel Club McGoldrick, dean, as the subdea1864.
It
ia
published
zine
first
in
enemies but even evaded the fair held its annual picnic at Angle con.
(jl/TY apologies to Mr. Murphy S. J. believedthat there is only one other Plan to Enter Novitiate
■" (Dramatic club head) for fail- complete
Lake. Rowboats, canoes and motorset in the Pacific Northboats
were at the Club's disposal Dean Addresses Graduates
ing to mention the 'Mane Eyre" west.
sophomore
a
Brandmeir,
Robert
Two College Students
with aquaplaning participated in At St. Leo's High School
production in this column last Another interesting book recently at the College and a graduate of
|by the more daring membersof the At the St. Leo*B High School
received is "Oregon School Cases," Seattle Prep of the class of '37, In Columbus Hospital
However, "It's never too late," a record of cases brought before has announced that he will leave Helen Scarim and Betty Aitch- group. Lunch was served before a graduation exercise* to be held in
courts. Briefly the de- in August for Sheridan, Oregon, son are now convalescing in Co- fireplace resplendent with a roar- Tacoma on June 6, Father J. B.
or at least in this case it isn't. If the Oregon
this, that chil- the Jesuit Novitiate.Bob is chair- lumbus Hospital from operations ing fire. Sandwiches, salad, cof- McGoldrick is to give an address.
you didn't attend the play last cision rendered was
not
mere
creatures
of the man of this year's graduation com- for appendicitis. They are both re- fee, and ice cream rounded out the He is also speaking on May 81 at
dren
are
tonight.
night, be sure to see it
state they must be recognised and mittee, a debater, and a member of covering rapidly according to lat- menu. Most of the gamboling gav- the St. Joseph's Nursing Home in
aleers returned about eight o'clock. Tacoma.
prepared for additional obligations. the International Relations Club. est reports.
(Continued on Page 4.)
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Baccalaureate Mass
For College Seniors
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A Man's A Man...

FOR A' THAT

_

By R.NAVARRE SIMMONS
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r

With this final issue going to press, the inimitable R.
Navarre Simmons was suddenly rendered hors de combat
by acute appendicitis, leaving his usual column of sprightly
whimsy unwritten. Already deserted by his editorial staff,
distracted, Editor Bates turns to his ever-working and resourceful business staff for aid, and is delighted at the offer
of Mr. Onya's services. With usual Spectator business staff
efficiency, Mr. Onya here sets about to prove that not only
is he not a columnist, but neither is he a playwright. Watch
for Volume VIII, No. 1, next fall, folks, when Mr. Onya will
prove that he is no novelist either.

A

-

pod

Forgotten Men-or Oh, My Thumb!
(A MINOR TRAGEDY)
by Veriff Onya

TIME: About 8:20 p. m., Thursday, May 18.
SCENE: Ruins of Angle Lake, where has just occurred the
Gavel Club Picnic. Sandwich wrappers, sundry articles
of clothing and sportsequipment still litter the grounds.
What at first appears to be a ground fog, proves to be
only remaining hot air which identifies the departed
group.
CHARACTERS: Alfred Plachta, vice president of Gavel
Club, and only newly elected officer to attend. Charles
Knowlton,picnic chairman. Two unidentified motorists.
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Editorial

-

With this issue, The Spectator closes up its office for the scholastic year.
Much has gone on in the field of journalism at the College this
year, some good, some bad. Chuck Weil, hard-working editor of
(Deep silence, like the calm following a storm, pervades
the first two quarters was forced to leave school this quarter and
the wooded grounds about the tennis court, where two young
the present editor took his place. At that time we realized that we'd
men are quietly amusing themselves at softball)
have a job to keep The Spectator on the level of Mr. Weil's regime.
CHARLES (impulsively) : Where are the cars, Al? ,
We believe now that we have done that. We have tried (foolish
AL: The cars? On the driveway, aren't they?
We failed there, but we
mortals) to please ALL of the students.
By A Grad-to-Be
(Freshman)
CHARLES: But they aren't! Oh my, where is everybody?
honestly believe that we did please the majority. It is our hope to Seniors, graduates how strange Amelia Schovaers
gone.
please even more next year and we can do that only by more earn- it all seems. Not so very long Graduation what a day and AL: Jeebers, Chuck, they're
We're
left!
CHARLES: We're alone!
ago that goal seemed so far be-[
est student participation.
here I, who am a Freshman, can
the
!
yond us, now that it is here we
(with
feeling)
Why
:
BOTH
anxiously, while
i only look forward
life
is
short
and
time
realize
that
aiding
of
a
foremost
publication:
are
school
many
ways
There
envying those passing ahead of me.
is dear.
(The two young men sadly gather ball, bat, sundry
among them is active contribution; another way is constructive crit- It is with a feeling of joy andI Every time Ihear the word gradand clothing, and dazedly wander toward highway.
equipment
icism; still another way is the patronage of Spectator advertisers. yet with a tinge of sadness that1 nation, serious mood comes over
a
Immediately,
they hang hi mid-air their right thumbs which
on into their
Without those good people who advertise in The Spectator, this the Juniors passthought
me don't snicker, even a Fresh- jerk convulsively hi northward movements. Their tired feet
brings
joy
year.The
senior
his serious moments.
paper would sink beneath the mire of impossible debt. Those ad- because
it is the realization of anI man can have
move sidewise in a step known as the Crab, or Hitchhiker
help.
appreciate
should
their
you
vertisers appreciate your patronage;
achievement striven for for many But now to get back to my idea Hop. A motorist stops).
years. It is the final attainment of of one graduating.... Icall him
'
a goal greatly desired by all stu- "Lucky," but no, not lucky, as
MOTORIST: Hopin fellows (they do) How far ya goin' ?
The Spectator, in ending its current publication series, takes this dents. And yet there exists a note
meritedthe
really
graduate
has
|
the
I
turn
off a couple miles up here.
"bet.j'v
opportunity ta thank, sincerely, all the students who worked long and of sadness. School life hasbooks, diploma he is received by his four
There have been
AL and CHARLES (together): We'll get out then, Mister.
faithfully on it. To the news editor, William Kelly, our gratitude, pleasant.
studies, themes, parties and dancesi years of hard, concentrated study. Thanks fer the lift.
to faithful Curly Daigle, the highest in regards to seniority on the — all these happy memories will Out of college, he is equipped with
bring a tinge of regret upon de- the amunition suitable to fit him
(The two young men alight and go back into their
staff, thanks.
from
the
parture
Collegelife.
Scheubert;
editor,
Margaret
to
We are grateful to a fine feature
out for his chosen work. He is roadside danee the Crab. Another motorist stops)
And so the Junior class becomes
two Frosh who took over the sports page with practically no ex- the Senior class. Upon entering ready to take upon his shoulders
MOTORIST: Pile in, you guys. Going to Seattle? Chee,
perience, Bob Wilkinson and Ed Waite. We thank the art editor, Betty into the last year of their col- what the world expects or a colthought you was a couple thugs with that junk
first
I
lege life they have come to realize lege graduate, and here is wliere at
Germer, the rewrite editor, Jim Coyle.
seen yer blank looks
shilleleagh
yer carrying. Then I
time
and
their
edand
the shortness of
the advantage of a scholastic
moments
precious
goin'
failure
to
utilize
he
faces
the
in to Madison Street.
college
guys.
staff,
ucation
comes
in
I'm
ya
business
headand
knew
was
energetic
Especially we are indebted to the
in the past. They are going to world with a sound moral philosinterrupting)
: Madison
(together,
CHARLES
AL
and
Spectator.
Hill,
ed by Dan
as loyal a man as ever worked on The
crowd into the coming year all ophy.
lot
Street!
past.
They
Scallon,
coming
ad manager comes in for a
they have missed in the
our up and
Yin
A graduating college senior is
going to make their senior
AL: Boy, that's home.
of praise. It is due to the work of Scallon and Hill that The Specta- are
year the crowning glory of their one who represents that for which
history.
for is now carrying MORE advertising than ever before in its
Iam striving.
CHARLES: What a break!
school life.
Mary Morgan, who has sent the paper to 250 people every week,
BOTH (with feeling) : Gee, thanx, Mister!
has done far more than her part in the task that is publishing The
Spectator.
FINIS
It would be impossible to name all the reporters and contributors
who have graced the masthead of the paper. All we can say to them,
some thirty in number, is, "Thanks, all of you. We appreciate your

"It Will Be
"GraduationMineNext Year" What A Day,"
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Says Freshman
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AND IDO
YOU
MEAN
Scheubert

work."

By Margaret

.

VARIETY

With all these thanks to our staff, we realize that it was to YOU, I
the student body who read and criticized, who encouraged and
bitter tears streaming down, down, down, we type what is
have
supported us, that we owe our greatest debt of gratitude. If The to With
be our last humble effort along the interviewing line. If we
Spectator receives that type of aid next year, it will rise even pleased you during the year, we are glad. If not, we think you
as high as Seattle College itself.
are old meanies.
" * »
■

(The Spice of College Life)
By IDA GANZINI

♥

The class of 1939 will soon be a hallowed memory to the halls
of Seattle College. In a short two weeks these men and women will
step forth into a world ridden with bigotry, strife, hatred and want.
It is not a cheerful setting to look forward to, but it is the hope of
The Spectator that our classmates for "these wonderful days" will be
well ready to assume their share of the burden and march forward,
ever-ready to further the cause of Catholicity, the cause of Christ.
It has been taught that man can not give that which he has not.
In inverse ratio, it is logical to believe that man SHOULD give that
which he has.
To the graduates you have all the ideals, and the principles of
Catholic thought; use them, you will be the better for it; you won't
have lived in vain.

—

BOOK PARADE
by Lisle Macdonald
And Tell Of Time— Laura Krey
This book is almost Hollywoodian in its super-epicness. Its wealth
of detail and incident defy complete analysis.
It is the story of the men who rode across Kentucky a century
ago, the story of men who were pioneers; who brought their wives,
Valedictory is the tale of a janitor. Matt, the janitor, is about to be
retired; he is, in fact, planning to leave for another state to live with
relatives for the rest of his life. It is commencement night in the
high school, and Matt begins to feel lonely, to realize just how much
he will miss the students. For Matt was more than the janitor, he
was mother, father, confessor and pal to innumerable high-school
"kids."

MARY MORGAN, the gal from the S. C. bookstore. We wanderAmidst white clouds, short showers, pretty rainbows and jokes
ed in to see Mary and in our usual casual way inquired as to her
imagine
Well,
about the Brooklyn Dodgers, we found recordings of this sister act
you can
ambition. Said she: "I haven't much."
tin
foil
colShe's
a
in
the files of college life:
dancing,
floppy
hats
and
vacations.
She likes
lector from away back and a hater of show-offs and gum-chewers. The sisters were Marilyn and Lucy Savage. The act took place
In future years she wants a nice quiet home on Puget Sound. Her in Mrs. Leonard's 10 o'clock class. Roll call found sister Marilyn in
embarrassing bad habit is forgetting the key to her house. What
her accustomed place, but not so with Lucy. When asked about
and waits. Parting redoes she do? Just sits around and waits
the missing one, Marilyn took stock of loyalty and a good excuse
mark: "I'm an eccentricity." * * * "
She has such a terrible sunand answered thus: "Lucy? Oh, yes
it today, Mrs. Leonard." No sooner was
burn
that
she
couldn't
make
ROSEMARY WEIL, who originally called Chicago her home town. it said, when Lucy smilingly enters the room, totally unaware of
There is a rumor abroad that whispers the astounding news that what had preceeded of course. (This was only the anti-climax.) Mrs.
her uncle is a "Potato King" in that vicinity. Rosemary has decided Leonard picked it up from there and questioned, "How's your sunthat she wants to be a career woman and later own a large Colonial burn Lucy?"
style home. At present she is looking for a boy who is 6' 2" because she thinks it would be rather ingenuous to dance with him. Lucy innocently requestioned, "Sunburn?" By this time Marilyn
What she admires in people is teeth, hair, and eyes. Just an eccentric, had managed to whisper the situation to the bewildered one, and
filled in the pause with, "Oh? Oh, yes
her friends say. She likes club work, George Gershwin's music, swim- she, waking up by
— degrees,
ming meets, and thinks the best book ever written is the Bible. Rosemy sunburn."
but by then, Lucy had turned so red that it
mary, (this is on the Q. T.), collects grass skirts, and has read and looked like a natural for 01' Man Sol!
" " * "
enjoyed "Live Alone and Like It." How she reconciles the two we
don't know.
Then we have this overheard by a co-ed
It happened at a male
ly satisfying and moving.
rally down at Pat's. One co-edward remarked, "She's what you take
out, before you take an aspirin." (Ouch! Up and at 'im, gals).
their children and their slaves out of Georgia, Carolina, and Louisi* * « *
ana to make a new life in Texas.
The story opens with the end of the Civil War. The characters
This is probably traveled since it happened, but it still deserves
belong to the Recovery period. Lucina and Cavin, products of the
another curtain call:
South, go to Texas to settle in the Brazos; there to fight for freeThe place of action was Lake Wilderness, and arrives upon the
dom from Northern oppression. Lucina and Cavin are types, the perfect pioneer type, upstanding, honorable and duty-loving. Their life- place a group of collegians, among those being Mary Martha O'Brien,
time of work, unending toil and drudgery bears fruit in the promise better known as "Henry," and Helen McLendon. Naturally there
of their children.
followed the dash to the dressing rooms. On reaching the ladies dressThis is a good book, though not a great one. You will like Lucina ing room Helen didn't see Mary, so she calls "Henry, Oh, Henry."
There followed a silence. Wo hesitate to go on.
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WIGWAM WANDERINGS
By Waite and Wilkinson
— Thanks for the Memories...
All-Star Selections ...
— Spectator
Original Queries ...

Up Season
Sums
"Spectator"
Meets;
Straight
Chiefs Lose
Play At S. C.
Intramural
Of
Defeats Laid to Long Trips

Last week was publised a thumbnail sketch of the players on
This week we will give a
McDonald Lone Winner In College Match Against the Pixilated Pixies baseball team.
brief sketch of another team in the league, the "Otis Feather
Super Ellensburg Team
Merchants."
The Seattle College net aggregation returned from their
There potent lineup for their first game of the season reads
worse
but
none
the
badly
beaten team
extended road trip a
thusly :
Editorial
in spirit. The first match of the trip was played under the Catcher— Don "Twinkletoes" West Here's the boy with
minds as we blazing sun at Ellensburg. With the thermometer reading 94
Tempus fugit, and similar thoughts crowd our
and plenty of punch at the plat- Second shortstop Frank
for the in the shade, the boys from S. C. \
column
sports
final
write
the
pens
to
take up our
| "Pop Fly" Elliott. A faultless
ter.
dropped a 5-1 encounter. In this|
scholastic year of 1938-1939. How we find time for eventothese
"Wrongarms"
Pitcher— Hal
the struggle Corky McDonald achieved
fielder but who has been havthoughts is a mystery, as examinations have cut down
the lone Chieftain victory. He
Wyman. A chucker with lots ing trouble hitting the ball on
impending
soundly whipped his opponent, 6-3,
bone all spare thinking time. However,in view of the
on the ball and one of the most the nose.
that
the
4-6, 6-3. The two doubles matches
hope
our
express
wish
to
year
great
we
finale to a
feared pitchers in the league.
with the were awarded by default as the
Left field
sport page of the Seattle College Spectator has met
Joe "Circus"
band of Chieftains were due in
durFirst
base
Bob
"Ernie"
any
If
at
time
institution.
night.
of
this
The
seems
that making
Portland that same
Oakes. It
approval of the students
who
can
boy
of
were:
Ernsdorff.
A
tall
with
the
vision
scores
of
this
match
Sauvain
it
was
impossible
seemed
vociferous
catches
is the speing the year we
beaten 6-4, 4-6, 7-5; Bader
those
individuals
stretch
out
for
injuring
really
the
and
not
One of the
organization,
cialty
boy.
of this
improving some
trounced, 6-2, 6-3; Murphy nosed
to spark out, 6-3, 6-3; Moran humbled 6-2, Tennis at Seattle College was throws. Bats well and fields best fielders in the league and
aimed
criticisms
were
Our
organization.
within that
given a big boost by this fine letter
errorlessly.
certain activities into life, and not to force them into retire- 6-4.
a powerhouse with the bat.
Reaching Portland that same from Rudy Franulovich, tennis
"FleetJerry
Second
base
scorn.
ment under scholastic
night the Chieftains were a tired manager at Portland U. We quote:
"Ace"
foot" Enright. A dangerous Right field Louie
lot of boys as they prepared for Dear Sir:
have
detected
articles,
we
player
Here's
a
who
Roberts.
In viewing our past columns and
rest at
The following
It gives me greatpleasure to ex- man at the plate and the inspir- really shone in his first game
way what will day theythe hotel.
hard
learned
the
and
have
Portshort-comings,
victims
of
the
were
our
ational leader of the MerU. encounter 6-3. Perhaps the press in behalf of the University
of the season. Besides getting
better our page. After our trial, we finally have shoved ourselves land
chants.
too
surroundings
congratulations
my
were
ofPortland
for
strange
dame
exby
a pair of singles at the plate he
to the head of the class in that school conducted
the fine sportsmanship shown by
Third base— Joe "Juggler"
by much for our traveling collegians.
his five assists withhandled
perience With our firm grasp of the principles expounded
In this encounter the scores were: your tennis team in our recent Fitzpatrick
—he received the out an error.
great Murphy deefated 6-4, 6-3. McDonthis inimitable professor, we look into the future with
name from his hard luck at
ald victorious 6-3, 2-6, 6-4. Bader match of May 11.
hopes for our page. By the future we refer to the next fall won 6-2, 6-1. Sauvain defeated 6-2, The actions of your team were handling ground balls. The
So there youhave it fans, the
publishquarter. With the inception of the 1939-40 year will be
6-3. Stack victorious 6-2, 6-4. Moran indeed impressive and again, and powerhouse
gang
Otis
of the
Otis Feather Merchants. To
and without restraint, Iexpress my
ed a sporting section beyond compare in the annals of S. C. defeated 6-4, 6-4. McDonnald
consistently gets his base the casual observer it looks as
who
6-4, 2-6, 8-6,
Sauvain
defeated
sportS.
C.
lofty
aim
as
the
An incomparible page is indeed a
6-3, sincere congratulations to Seattle hits.
in Stack and Murphy defeated
College.
7-5,
though this ball team is theone
defeated
ing news was at one time considered among the best
Baderand
Adams
6-1.
We hope that in the future we First shortstop Bud "SlugAmerica. Nevertheless, we feel now, that we are competent 6-2.
to watch. With a lineup of
to abide
The following day the team may continue our mutual friendly ger" Staake. A little fellow who
to publish such a work and ask the patient S. C. studes
journeyed to Willamette and undei relations.
makes up for his size, both in players such as this, it will be
Sincerely yours,
by us and await our first editionnext fall.
an unusually tepid sun took a 5-2
the field and at the plate. The hard, plenty hard for the other
beating. The thermometer on this
Rudy Franulovich,
96,
and
occasion hovered around
teams to beat them.
Tennis Manager. fireball of the team.
Spectator All-Stars
this alone contributed to the disof our boys. The scores
Having viewed all of the Intramural Baseball League en- comfort
were:
Stack
defeated 6-2, 6-2. MurThe Junior Class cordially invites you
counters during the current season, we feel ourselves competent phy victorious 7-9, 6-3, 6-4. Moran
indeed defeated 6-2, 6-2. Sauvain victorito select a representative all-star roster. This task is
to the
ous 7-5, 6-2. Bader defeated 6-2,
performed
has
outfit
after
another
difficult as one star-filled
Murphy
deplay- 6-1. McDonnald and
before our eyes. However, having carefully weighed each
feated 6-2, 6-3. Sauvain and Mur
er's merits and his worth to his team, both in batting and in nhv defeated 7-5. 6-8. 6-1.
fielding, we have drawn up and present with pardonable pride
the following potent pounders of the cowhide pellet.
Catcher: In this position we were forced to present two
closely matched and formidible backstops— Joe English of the
in honor of
for Graduation
Pixies and Joe Fitzpatrick of the Otis.
watches
PEN SETS
Pitcher: Having won four of the five encounters in which
RINGS
the Pixies have entered, Johnny Katica stands out as the leaNECKLACES
GAY JONES ORCHESTRA
BRACELETS
gue's outstanding hurler.
THE WOMEN'S UNIVERSITY CLUB
First Base: In picking a first baseman we considered well
Daigle & Kinder
Friday,
the offensive and defensive work of each candidate. Having
Jane
$1.50 per couple
2—10:30 P.M. 'till 1.30 A.M.
203 People Bank Bldg.
carefully sifted the field of aspirants, we find Father Logan
worthy of acclaim as the circuit's leading first sacker. Father
Logan plays for the Hillbilly Hikers.
SUTHERLAND
N. Y. FLORIST
BROADWAY FLORAL SHOP
Second Base : Emmet McKillop of the Pixies is the only lad
Corsage
Let
Us
Deliver
Her
Costume
Co.
second
sack
slot.
rating
in
the
"MAKEHER CORSAGE THRILL HER"
worthy of the honor of all-star
REASONABLE PRICES
k
1919 Third Avenue
bat,
at
the
powerhouse
and
a
MAln
6321
player
in the field
REASONABLE PRICES FREE DELIVERY
An errorless
EA. 9865
i 1533 Broadway, between Pike and Pine
TUXEDOS
Big Emmie is an all-star if there ever was one.
617 E. Pike at Boylston
PRospect 2662
r Full Dress and Tuxedo Suits 4\
Shirt,
Tie,
Including
corner
Studs
A
k
Collar.
Third Base: Certainly not a flashy defensive "hot
Pumpi or Oxfords
1904 East Roy
EA. 4429 k and Cuff Link),
A Full Line of
A
guarder," but one of the most dangerous sluggers in the leaBROCKLINDE COSTUMES, Inc.
1
STEIN COSMETICS
Roycroft Barber
gue, Ray Sneeringer is our selection for the third base position.
P Largest Stock of Costumes In the A
1624 Eighth Avenue at Olive
Northwest
During the season Ray has pounded out four homers, often
Shop
► We REVUE
COSTUMES
4
YOUR
"TUX" FOR THE PROM
Will Gladly Quote Estimate! on a
pulling the Pixies out of a hole.
Better Barber Service
► MAKE-UPS,
Fresh Complete Outfit at Special Rate
Plays, Pageants, Operettas. Etc.
1
TIGHTS, WIGS, ETC. A
Gene Lyon, Prop. Seattle, Wn. y
RENTAL OR SALE
PHONE MA. 5433
Short Stop: Henry Tamborini of the Pixies, and Willy
Hughes of the Chumps tie for the short stop honors. This was
a tough one to figure out. In order to keep the bottles from
flying this way, we won't, or rather, we can't say which of
these two is superior. They're both sweet ball players and
deserve a lot of praise.
Second Short : Captain of the Otis Feather Merchants, Jerry
Special Rates
Enright, was certainly an inspiration to his team. "N..." is a
smooth working short stop if we ever saw one.
for Your Group
Left Field: By far the outstanding defensive player in the
certainly
has
circuit, Joe Oakes of the Otis Feather Merchants
or Club
earned the title of "star." Not only an outstanding performer
in the pasture but also an ace at the plate is the reputation
accorded Joe.
BROADWAY
Center Field: Morry Sullivan of the Pixies, the lad of pin
parts.
around
these
CYCLE SHOP
ball renown, is the greatest center fielder
An excellent fielder who swings a wicked willow at the plate is
1828 Broadway
Morry's repute.
Right Field: Supreme batting power gave Louie Roberts of
"Where Satisfaction Is Guaranteed"
P D rooney
the Otis Feather Merchants the r. f. position on our team. Not
President
Repairing
Watch
great
Louie
is
noted
for
his
plate,
only a solid sender at the
defensive prowess.
R. EKREN
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Original Queries Column
Dear Professor: Do you think that S. C. will possibly have
either a football or a baseball team in the future? Every other
institution boasting any men o'musde at all possesses both of
these. Other schools half our size can have these outfits,
why can't we? Many protest that we don't desire these as we
are strictly a scholastic institution, a veritable brain trust.
However, look about you man, and observe the folly of this
assertion.
Very Puzzled.
to
is
that
S. C. is passing up
say
Dear V. P.: All we have
disposal
self-aggrandizement.
its
for
opportunity
greatest
at
the
The situation would be worthy of much comment even if our
institution did not possess much in the way of athletic prowess,
but in view of the physical qualifications and great experience
of our athletically inclined studes, in all sports, it is indeed
a noteworthy inconsistency that we are not represented on the
gridiron as well as on the turf studded diamond.
Bob and Ed.
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ARCHERY
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Secretarial Training

Seattle Secretarial School
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Knights of Wigwam

Narigi Gavel Head

Gleanings And Glimmerings

Sophomore:
CANDID Gay
\-s OMMENT "Boy!~My Thesis

Choose Grand Duke
AtRecent

With Plachta As Aide

Before you start giving this
Meeting
The Gavel Club, at it* last meettreatise the proverbial "raspberry"
ing, elected its officers for next
it might be well to recall the words
Culminating their first success(Continued)
of Lamb for a few seconds. In a
year. Paul Narigi was elected to ful year of existence under the
speech he remarked that there
the presidency after a close battle leadership of the founder, William
were only three things that hissed
Bob O'Gorman
The first nighter will testify to
with Maurice O'Brien and Anne Marx, the Knights of the Wigwam
a fool; a snake; and a goose;
two
of
Looking
years
back
on
their final meeting last Tuesthespians
have
the fact that the
McKinnon. For the position of vice- held
college life and forward to as and he requested that the offender
day. This organization was organ"done noble" in presenting "Jane many more,
Ponder
easily
tri- ized to promote school spirit and is
president Alfred Plachta
Isuppose Ishould be step forth to be identified.
Eyre." Back this last play of the
you'll have After examinations comes the jumphed over Abner DeFelice and composed of lettermen and three
quoted as expressing these words well
able
to
be
school year. It's only a quarter
to remember them before sheep-skin;
this or that learned opinion on col- cause
that long-awaited proof|Mary Doherty. Joseph McMurray members from each class.
you finish reading this article.
fire nickels twenty-five pennies legiate life.
College bred. What a was unopposed for secretary, while The main business of this meetthat
I
am
one hundred and twenty-five tax
We understand that a number
a
Lawrence McDonell led the field ing consisted in electing the ofThough
spent
But
no!
I
have
oh, why quibble!
tokens
C. are forming thought. Isn't it grand and consol- of Kathryn Leonard, John Cairns ficers for the next year. The new
nightly vigil of secluded medita- of students of S. Philosophy,
po- ing. Myself and my multitude of
a new school of
Ruth Butler for treasurer. officers are Honorable Duke,
in my bare, icy-cold garret, litely
"SomnabulisticPhilonote-books to face tHe future. But land
Thursday Al Plachta and tion
termed
.Charles Knowlton declined a nom- Frank Elliott; Sir Baron, Bud Bad(General Electric refrigeration sophy."
|
From some of the answers why think of the future. It's far ination for the same position for er; Worthy Scribe, Louis Sauvain;
Charlie Knowlton were obliged,! used exclusively throughout) nothChancellor of the Exchequer, Donfor obvious reasons, to find theirJIing seems to have come from it heard in class, Iwould judge that more pleasant to reminisce; to re- personal reasons.
least three-fourths of us are call all the happy moments spent
ald Styer, and Knight at Arms,
way home from the Gavel dub,'except
pained expression when at
a
already followers of the move- within the crowded halls and class the various organizations and ac- Frank Ryan.
picnic at Angle lake, via thumbs.
myself
looked at
in the mirror ment.
rooms of our ever-growing institu-1 tivities.
Enthusiastic ovations were given
The ironical angle lies in the fact I following morning.
tion; to think of the many things
to
that Al, newly elected vice-presi- the
the past officers for their work
Yes,
we are sorry to leave and
An S. C. punster on hearing that my class mates have done to stimudent, was the only officer present So rather than risk catching my
of the past year. Tentative plans
whatever
the
bring
future
drafting
may
Hitler
was
babies
for
the
and Charlie Knowlton was chair- death of cold with another night army glibly remarked that Hitler late interest in school activities. I there will always be a soft spot in for a picnic to be held at a future
remember very wellthe smallband
date were also discussed.
man of the affair. Probably he was|lin my top story hovel, and pertrying to build up the IN- that entered upon their College ) our hearts for the School thathas
so concerned with the other mem-imanent twisting my face in a was
given us so much.
FANTRY.
R. Navarre Simmons, colbers of the party that he forgot ij ghastly grimace, Iresolved to cut
course four short years ago; the
Girls! Here is some food for first few weeks of foggy uncer- Some time in the future when umnist of The Spectator, was
about himself. Humanity was kind!'out this meditation stuff, and just
has blossomed stricken with an attack of appento the noble "Knights of the road," ijot down a few ideas which Isup- thought! Ephesians, chapter V, tainty ; the initial steps into the our sunken-garden
stately building drop in and dicitis last Thursday evening. He
however, so they walked very little'
the average sophomore is verse 22 remarks: "Let women be courses with unpronouncablenames into a
sit down for a minute and Iwill was rushed to Providence Hospital
of the way home.
[thinking or should be thinking of. subject to their husbands, as to and unfathomable depths.
11
Freshman picnic on the same 1. My main purpose in going to the Lord" and Timothy 11, verse Slowly the fog lifted. What at only too willingly chat of those where ice packs did the work of an
days
far
off
when
Seattle
Greater
the
women
jIoperation, and he is now back at
first appeared to be a hungry band
day at Lake Wilderness got off college should not be to fill a gap 11 and 12 reads: "Let
in flower and the school after three days in the hosto a rather slow start, but as the in my life, but primarily to fill learn in silence, with all subjec- of ravenous upper classmen eager College was
reigned supreme.
|pital.
unsettled day progressed, so didthe Ia rather awesome gap between my tion. But Ipermit not a woman to to destroy our group of foggy Chem lab
authority
was
the
main
nor
to
use
over
Dancing
teach,
reality
merriment.
a
foundlings became in
ears.
attraction; swimming, boating, 2. That next year will be about the man: but to be in silence." number of familiar faces, true and
golf, skating and tennis were sec- time to let my studies interfere (Girls, girls, remember whatLamb earnest friends. Thus having been
When in doubt for
V
ondary elements of enjoyment. Or with my social activities.
said and cease that unbecoming weaned from our timidity we set
perhaps I
should say that the food 3. The basketball team should noise.)
out to build up the enviable record
SUMMER AMUSEMENT
4
it hit their
was the main attraction
stride
and
a winning seas- That is all for this week so we we leave behind us at parting. Our
usually isI *
I
Logic
course
instilled
common
in
thought
of
*
on next year.
had better present the
Visit
sense and common sense told us
4. That scholastically speaking
the week:
hikers
who
arrived
lucky
College
primarily
place
rpHOSE
that
was
a
I
to
year
going
"Next
is
be differ- "Toiling is not toiling
-...back in Seattle last Sunday eveto study. Study we did. But study
(I think I said that last
When the service that we give alone does not make a well balning are still inraptures about the ent!'"
year)
three-day hike. There are rumors
Is to keep the living loving,
anced Student. There must be a
5. Isure hope most of the class
| CALL FOR GROUP RATES |
And to help the loving live." harmonious training of the intellecthat some hikes might take place
in the fall.
this summer. Enchanting thought! will be back
A verse picked up over a malted tual and emotional side in an "ani- j 85th at Fremont
SUnset 8738
6. I'm going to be too smart to
It's pretty certain, though, that in get
milk in one of the ice cream par- malrationis." This too we remedied
caught
short
orals
my
and lors advertised in The Spectator. by becoming acting members in
the Fall, the excursions will be con- thesis like some onof the senior's
tinued. We're going
* to miss them. did.
LFERE'S hopingthat nextFall will
**find a new needle in the Nickelodeon, and velvety green grass on
the College campus. To quote Joe
Blow of Seattle College: "I hope it
brings a lot of beautiful Freshmen
girls." To quote Sally McTavish
(from the
- same vicinity) :"A lot of
breath taking non misogynists."
Hmmmm a point!
* *
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with this last issue Candid Comment will cease to be ►

AND

THE NEW RIDGE SKATING RINK

so,

Knitting Co.

\

candid. Knowing that the minute
1626 Fifth Avenue
this goes to press Iwill remember
everything that Iforgot to save for
this last Spectator.
And to those who have helped by
suggestions and constructive criticism to help make this column atRate: 3 cents per word
tain the standard necessary for a
collegiate feature, Ithank you, I
TYPING
thank you Ithank you!
REASONABLE RATES on thesis
typing. Call HEmlock 1030.
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CLASSIFIED ADS

—

GRIF IN

-MURPHY

MADISON

BUSINESS

SHOE RENEWING
704 Madison
Quick Service Reasonable
Prices. Phone MAin 9758

—

COLLEGE

is nationally known for
its fine teaching and its
distinctive method of
individualinstruction.
Write for catalog.
Accredited N.A.A.C.S.
Textile Tower, Seattle,
Wash.

MAin 2871

CATHOLIC SUPPLY
HOUSE

Religious Articles
Church Goods, Gifts From All
Over the World

We Deliver

PETSCHL'S

THE KAUFER CO.
1904 Fourth Aye. at
Stewart St., Seattle

QUALITY MEATS
We Specialize in
Institutions
and Restaurants

PAT'S BARBECUE
-

Breakfast

- Lunches

Dinner

P. J. Gallagher
1118 12th Aye.
EA. 2280

1923 ThirdAvenue
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lhe Chesterfield glove created by New York's
y
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SUBTRACT from a|'
like a lot of worry 1
1 ADD a pay check in a 1

MORRIS HASSON t
I CA. 5611 Promptly
;
Repaired

is MULTI- | I
\ Success
PLIED by knowl1
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answer:
WILSON'S
BUSINESS
COLLEGE
By Bettie Kumhera.

*100

will b«

paid

each week to the)
student writing best

Shoes

and Delivered

BROADWAY A-1
SHOE REPAIR
High Quality Work-

Reasonable Prices |

1530 Broadway
Between Pike and Pine

///WILSON'S

MODERN
BUSINESS COUIOI
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Trmniug Schools
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out thefiner qualities of each.

It's the Chesterfield way
and that's why Chesterfields are milder than other
cigarettes. They also have a better taste and more
phasing aroma. Chesterfields really satisfy.
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way of combining the world's best tobaccos to bring
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Original and different too is Chesterfield's

M
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Barber Shop and
Beauty Parlor

+

Appointment
By Telephone

ELJot 1004
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HAND-AND-GLOVE WITH
MORE SMOKING PLEASURE

